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NEWS and VIEWS  

New university centre opens way for Indigenous Australians 
The Northern Territory's new Australian Centre for Indigenous Knowledges and Education (ACIKE) is 

uniquely poised to become a leading provider of tertiary education programs that address the needs of 

Indigenous Australia. 

 

This article continues at http://www.cdu.edu.au/enews/versions/061211/Stories/ACIKE.html 

 

Remote Indigenous Gardens Network 
RIG Network – working to support local food production in and by remote Indigenous communities for food 

security, better health, wealth and wellbeing 

 

RIG Network is a national, cross-sectoral networking, research and outreach initiative. We link people, 

projects and resources to support better practice and undertake projects to help build better local food 

production initiatives that can deliver social, health and economic benefits to remote Aboriginal and Torres 

Strait Islander communities. 

 

RIG Network is located online at http://www.remoteindigenousgardens.net/.  

 

International Journal of Multicultural Education Fifth Anniversary Special Issue 2012 
CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS 

Theme: Multicultural Education: Past, Present, and Future 

Contact: Katherine Richardson Bruna, Associate Editor (krbruna@iastate.edu)  

 

The editors of the International Journal of Multicultural Education (IJME) want to take advantage of this 

special 5th anniversary issue to reflect on the state of the field:  where it has been, where it is, and where it is 

going.  To do this, we will publish manuscripts that highlight important insights about multicultural 

education theory, teaching, and research.  We are soliciting manuscripts that present a variety of critical 

perspectives by illuminating educational practices that demonstrate successful approaches to enhancing 

learners’ multicultural knowledge, dispositions, and skills. 

 

We have selected an emphasis on the demonstrated effectiveness of multicultural education because we 

believe that an evidentiary focus is expected by public and professional audiences more than ever in today’s 

high-stakes education policy and thus needs to figure more prominently in its future, especially if 

multicultural education is to enhance legitimacy within and beyond the accountability discourse of present 

http://members.ozemail.com.au/~mmichie/network.html
mailto:mmichie@ozemail.com.au
http://www.cdu.edu.au/enews/versions/061211/Stories/ACIKE.html
http://www.remoteindigenousgardens.net/
mailto:krbruna@iastate.edu
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educational priorities. For this reason, we seek manuscripts that link learner outcomes to particular goals that 

include, but are not limited to, developing  1) sociohistorical and sociocultural knowledge in service of an 

affirming orientation toward diversity; 2)  constructivist dispositions toward knowledge, teaching, and 

learning in recognition of the partial, value- and power-laden nature of school curriculum, instruction, and 

assessment and of the broader cultural pedagogy of society; and 3) change-agent skills of voice and 

organization for the purpose of active democratic participation.  

 

Evidence of these learner outcomes may take different forms, depending on the theoretical and 

methodological nature of the research inquiry and design.  Because of the special emphasis on demonstrated 

effectiveness, we welcome manuscript submissions that draw on both the qualitative and quantitative 

educational research traditions.  Indeed, the very nature of research activity in multicultural education’s past, 

present, and future is just one example of the important topics we hope to highlight in this exciting 

anniversary issue. 

 

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES: Please follow guidelines and submission procedures for the International 

Journal of Multicultural Education (www.ijme-journal.org). For full consideration in this special issue, 

please submit your paper online to the journal by the preferred submission date of April 1, 2012. When 

submitting your article, please indicate that you want to have your submission considered for this special 

issue. The anniversary issue will be published in Fall 2012. 

 

Editors 

International Journal of Multicultural Education (IJME) Eastern University 1300 Eagle Road St. Davids, PA 

19087 ijme@eastern.edu http://ijme-journal.org 

 

 

INDIGENOUS ASTRONOMY 

Dr Ragbir Bhathal’s activities  
Dr Ragbir Bhathal ran a hands-on astronomy and engineering program for over 40 secondary school 

Aboriginal students at the University of Western Sydney.  The program included hands-on engineering 

physics experiments in the engineering laboratories and a talk on Aboriginal astronomy.  The students came 

from various country towns NSW.  The students were thrilled to find out that their ancestors like the Greeks 

and people from other ancient civilizations also studied the night sky and made stories about the celestial 

bodies and incorporated them into their social and cultural life.  Dr Bhathal has also been invited to do a 

lecture tour on Aboriginal astronomy in country areas of NSW. 

 

Australian Aboriginal Astronomy 
The Aboriginal Astronomy Project at Macquarie University was happy to receive a generous grant of 

$20,000 from the Melbourne Community Foundation, which is being used to seed new projects. In mid-

December, Duane Hamacher submitted his doctoral thesis entitled "On the Astronomical Knowledge and 

Traditions of Aboriginal Australians" in the Dept of Indigenous Studies at Macquarie. He is also giving a 

public lecture on Aboriginal Astronomy at the University of Cape Town. 

Research output in the group is still going strong. Duane recently finished a major project investigating the 

orientations of stone arrangements in NSW. Trevor Leaman, a Vacation Research Scholar at Macquarie, 

spent three weeks researching and surveying the orientations of crescent engravings in the Sydney region - 

with some rather interesting results! Trevor will continue on this project with hopes of publishing a paper on 

his work later this year. Bob Fuller, current president of the Northern Sydney Astronomical Society, recently 

finished a year-long research project looking into the astronomical orientations of male ceremonial sites, 

which we will submit for publication very soon. Bob plans to start a Master of Philosophy degree in 

Aboriginal Astronomy at Macquarie University this year. 

http://www.ijme-journal.org/
mailto:ijme@eastern.edu
http://ijme-journal.org/
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An upcoming issue of Australian Geographic will feature some of Duane's work on impact craters in 

Aboriginal oral traditions. Finally, the Aboriginal Astronomy Project Blog has surpassed 40,000 views since 

last March! 

The blog of the Aboriginal Astronomy Project at Macquarie University 

http://aboriginalastronomy.blogspot.com/ 

 

Topics over the past two months include 

 

 Astronomical symbolism in Australian flags 

 Tagai – a warrior from the Torres Strait 

 Graven Images – a novel 

 “The first astronomers” – Darwin Festival (includes video) 

 Wuriunipranilli – the Sun Woman 

 The story of Alakitja 

 Aboriginal Astronomy lecture at Lake Tyrrell (video) 

 

 

RESOURCES 

Indigenous Education Resource Update (Australia) 
Welcome to the Indigenous Education Resource Update (IERU). This special issue contains examples of 

IERU resources taken from archived issues. You can visit the website at 

http://www.ncsonline.com.au/newsletters/id/221 or their latest newsletter at 

http://www.ncsonline.com.au/newsletters/id/221/idString/i131 

 

Talking Back, Talking Forward 
Originally an initiative of the First Nations University of Canada's Centre for International Academic 

Exchange, the International Education Conference series has grown and developed over recent years with 

conferences held in Taiwan, Vancouver and Honolulu. Each conference has developed a different 'flavour' 

in response to the location of the conference and the community of researchers and educators who have 

contributed to the discussion. In 2010, people from across the Pacific region met on Gimuy Walubara 

Yidinji land in Cairns, Queensland to present and discuss issues relating to Indigenous education. Hosted by 

Charles Darwin University's School of Australian Indigenous Knowledge Systems and the Australian 

Catholic University's Centre for Indigenous Education and Research, Indigenous and non-indigenous 

educational leaders, practitioners and students from Canada, the United States of America, Taiwan, Papua 

New Guinea, Aotearoa and Australia, contributed to a valuable and wide ranging discussion on their practice 

and research in the field of Indigenous education. The papers included in this volume are a selection drawn 

from the presentations and delivered and posters displayed at the conference in Cairns and provide an 

opportunity to explore more fully the issues raised and the pedagogical practices presented to the delegates 

in 2010. 

 

Greg Williams is a lecturer and Acting Head of School in the Australian Centre for Indigenous Knowledges 

and Education at Charles Darwin University and co-convenor of the conference in 2010.  

 

For more information, visit 

http://cdupress.cdu.edu.au/orders/f?p=521:6:123639342393258::::P6_PUBLICATION_ID:122741  

 

  

http://aboriginalastronomy.blogspot.com/
http://www.ncsonline.com.au/newsletters/id/221
http://www.ncsonline.com.au/newsletters/id/221/idString/i131
http://cdupress.cdu.edu.au/orders/f?p=521:6:123639342393258::::P6_PUBLICATION_ID:122741
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Multicultural Science Education, Equity, and Social Justice  
A virtual issue of the Journal of Research in Science Teaching, November 2011 

Editor: Mary M. Atwater  

 

This virtual issue identifies nine science education research articles and conception articles published from 

1990 to 2010 that focused on multicultural science education, equity, or social justice. These articles have 

been identified by a committee of 13 to have started a systematic movement, advanced a systematic 

movement, or broke new ground in science education research on multicultural science education, equity, or 

social justice. Cutting across these articles are critical questions regarding the design of learning 

environments, the role of cultural knowledge and experience in the classroom, and teacher knowledge and 

practice for equity. Together, they also represent an important epistemological shift in how questions of 

equity are addressed in science education research. Across these articles, in particular, we see the research 

movement towards treating equity as a more complex set of cultural practices and conditions to be 

understood, critiqued and acted with and upon. Equity related research ultimately has grown from 1980’s 

equity studies focused primarily on “leveling the playing field” into a much more diverse spectrum of work 

covering multicultural and social justice issues. These manuscripts focus on culture, class, language, and 

geographic context to help researchers understand that science teaching and learning are riddled with 

challenges. We believe that these articles speak broadly to science education researchers and policy makers 

who wish to be informed on these issues, even as we welcome other voices in the international science 

education research community in future JRST publications.  

 

The articles in the virtual issue are: 

 Editorial: Significant Science Education Research on Multicultural Science Education, Equity, and 

Social Justice, by Mary M. Atwater 

 Social constructivism: Infusion into multicultural science research agenda, by Mary M. Atwater 

 Strategies for counterresistance: Toward sociotransformative constructivism and learning to teach 

science for diversity and for understanding, by Alberto J. Rodriguez 

 Cross-cultural science education: A cognitive explanation of cultural phenomena, by Glen S. 

Aikenhead and Olugbemiro J. Jegede 

 The culture of power and science education: Learning from Miguel, by Angela Calabrese Barton and 

Kimberley Yang 

 Rethinking diversity in learning science: The logics of everyday sense-making, by Beth Warren, 

Cynthia Ballenger, Mark Ogonowski, Ann S. Rosebery and Josiane Hudicourt-Barnes 

 “It isn’t no slang that can be said about this stuff”: Language, identity, and appropriate discourse, by 

Bryan A. Brown 

 Decolonizing methodologies and indigenous knowledge: The role of culture, place, and personal 

experience in professional development, by Pauline W.U. Chinn 

 Test based accountability: Potential benefits and pitfalls of science assessment with student diversity, 

by Randall D. Penfield and Okhee Lee 

 

Access to the issue may be restricted to institutions or individuals who have online access to JRST 

(http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/10.1002/(ISSN)1098-2736/homepage/custom_copy.htm). 

 

Something that looked interesting from Sense Publishers 

DECOLONIZING PHILOSOPHIES OF EDUCATION  

Edited by Ali A. Abdi, University of Alberta, Canada 

 

Philosophy of education basically deals with learning issues that attempt to explain or answer what we 

describe as the major questions of its domains, i.e., what education is needed, why such education, and how 

would societies undertake and achieve such learning possibilities. In different temporal and spatial 

intersections of people's ... click here to see full description and free preview.   

 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/10.1002/(ISSN)1098-2736/homepage/custom_copy.htm
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?llr=fg8m4tcab&et=1109074019401&s=29298&e=001t-jJFEN1_JgOLr9o-NyY9RViljwQWCB_JjB-spHUZFlAJVJzseNj-vaqNUSu7uxIXPzbSw4Jvj2xQBAeIhhCJaPkYl4NJkdVb5EKvtaRjKv-7m58ecU1lw-wbFTLQLoXA9WV-rp97lGQxQcL5rkcv8oPTGGEKCp7UYiR4uxhKiKWEQ7VjnAmsWSWthybfcXwqoupfodkVmHxRkaR9Wks5qB7eAP-jIRvcSZCcs4m1Ok=
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CONFERENCES 

Seventh International Conference on Science, Mathematics & Technology Education 
Transformations through Science, Mathematics and Technology Education: Towards an Innovative and 

Sustainable Society 

Sultan Qaboos University, Muscat, Oman 

4 - 7 November 2012 

 

Following the successful conferences in Vietnam, South Africa, Canada, Thailand and Taiwan, this 

conference will provide another intellectually challenging and culturally enriching experience for science, 

mathematics and technology teachers, teacher educators, researchers, and administrators from all education 

levels from around the world. The most recent SMTE was hosted by the National Taiwan Normal University 

and the National Dong Hwa University in Hualien in January 2010. The Sultan Qaboos University will host 

the Seventh SMTE in Muscat, Oman in November 2012. 

 

For more information visit http://smec.curtin.edu.au/index2.cfm. 

 

 

CALENDAR OF EVENTS  

This is mostly a summary of upcoming conferences. More details may have been given in this or previous 

bulletins as shown. A web-based contact is usually included. Inclusion of conferences in this list is not to be 

read as an endorsement of the conference. 

 

2012 

 

March 2012 

24-28 March: National Association for Research in Science Teaching (NARST) annual conference, 

Indianapolis IN, USA (http://narst.org/)  

 

April 2012 

13-17 April: American Educational Research Association (AERA) annual meeting, Vancouver, BC, Canada 

(http://www.aera.net/)  

 

May 2012 

17-19 May: 21st Symposium on Chemistry and Science Education, TU Dortmund University, Germany 

(http://www.chemiedidaktik.uni-bremen.de/symp2012/index.html.) (Aug11) 

 

June 2012 

28-30 June: ASERA 2012 – Australasian Science Education Research Association, University of the 

Sunshine Coast, Sippy Downs, Queensland. (http://asera.org.au/index.php/annualconf/2012annual-

conference) (Aug11) 

 

July 2012 

8-11 July: CONASTA 61 – Conference of the Australian Science Teachers Association, “Science: It’s 

critical”, Australian National University, Canberra. (www.conasta.edu.au). (Aug11) 
 

  

http://smec.curtin.edu.au/index2.cfm
http://narst.org/
http://www.aera.net/
http://www.chemiedidaktik.uni-bremen.de/symp2012/index.html
http://asera.org.au/index.php/annualconf/2012annual-conference
http://asera.org.au/index.php/annualconf/2012annual-conference
http://www.conasta.edu.au/
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November 2012 

4-7 November: Seventh International Conference on Science, Mathematics & Technology Education. 

Transformations through Science, Mathematics and Technology Education: Towards an Innovative and 

Sustainable Society. Muscat, Oman (http://smec.curtin.edu.au/index2.cfm) (Feb12) 

 

 

http://smec.curtin.edu.au/index2.cfm

